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Outline: (3 hard pieces)

1. Initial fluctuations => Sound waves,

Modified Mach cones from jets 

2. magnetic plasma at RHIC  => monopoles 
behave as Coulomb classical plasma, explain 
small viscosity. Confinement as monopole BEC

3.Jet quenching in magnetic plasma, flux tubes,  
“ridges”



The vacuum vs QGP

• The vacuum is very 
complicated, 
dominated by 
``topological objects”

Vortices, monopoles and 
instantons

• Among other changes 
it shifts its energy 
down compared to an

“empty” vacuum, known 
as the Bag terms,       
p=#T^4-B

e=#T^4+B

• The QGP, as any plasma, 
screens them, and thus is 
nearly free from them 

• => when QGP is 

produced, the 
vacuum tries 
to expel it

(ES, CERN lectures 1982)



Magdeburg hemispheres 1656

“We cannot pump the QCD vacuum out, but we can 
pump in something else, namely the Quark-Gluon 
Plasma and measure the pressure difference…”

�Now we found a lot of topology in QGP as well, 
especially near Tc



Part 1:The fluctuations and 

the sounds



Naively, ``spots” should excite a wave and get 

expanded to a spherical (or conical, or cylindrical)  

wave 

Like in the case of stone thrown into the pond, 

nothing is left at the original position: so how can 

they be observed?

Its size =>the sound horizon => is about twice 

smaller than the fireball size (at freezeout) 8 fm/c

And thus large angular size 2 H/R about 1 rad

If one wants to get large radial flow, one has to 

wait the time needed for it to develop. The sound

speed during this time creates large rings. 



Two new fundamental scales,

describing fluctuations at freezeout
(V.Khachatryan,ES)

1.The sound horizon: 

radius
For the Big Bang it was introduced 

by Sunyaev-Zeldovich about 40 years 

ago,  was observed in CMB and 

galaxy correlations, 

it is about 150 Mps 2.The viscous horizon: the 
Width of the circle

cylinders

cones



Visible shape of the sound 
cylinder  (at freezeout, boosted by radial flow) 

• The blue line is how 

asimuthal distribution 

would look like for 

sound cylinders, double 

peak because part of the 

circle is outside of the 

fireball

• comparing with data, I 

concluded that there 

no ridges at such 

angle

• Thus I argued it is a 

flux tube

Peak at +- 1 rad, 60o?

Have I done it correctly?



Here is a study of F.Grassi and her student



The sound cylinders and two 

peaks are also seen



The peaks are at the same angles   

+- 1 rad (as I got) from perturbation 

but +-2 rad in correlations



Fluctuations from Glauber       
B. Alver, G. Roland, Phys.Rev.C81:054905,2010.  e-Print: arXiv:1003.0194 [nucl-th] => 

triangular flow paper

mn=< rm cos(n( mn))>

• The dipole by definition but not 

• Are angles of different harmonics 

correlated? Odd ones are quite 

correlated pointing in y 

direction, to the tips of the almond
• (Pilar Staig,  ES, archive:1008.3139, aug.18th, 2010 )



Glauber fluctuations up to 6th are all 

comparable



Distribution of the angles
1st : tips and waist

3ed and 5th

Uncorrelated?
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•The odds are all correlated! 

There are “tips” and ”waist” peaks 

geometry tells us that peripheral 

events would be 3-peaks

tips waists



Both calculations agree, but they both 

ignored viscosity!

r0=.2 fm

Suppression is serious, by 
about factor 4 



The observed recoil tells us the volume of 

the region where the sound is

• Conditional probability to get p2 provided
the trigger is p1          (Borghini 0707.0436)

• N is the number of particles 
which takes the recoil.      
What is it?
• we argue it is the black region:

Outside cannot be by causality
Inside not because sound does 
not live any momentum
•N=Ntot H2/kv/Vtot or about   Ntot/10 or 
500 particles for central AuAu at RHIC
•This explains the magnitude of the 
first dipole harmonics in the 
correlation function (see e.g. 1003.0194, 
Alver and Roland)



Geometric acoustics can describe 

modification of shapes by flow

Relativistic flow brings in Lorentz factor, 
easily solvable numerically: e.g.



Part 2: E/B duality and the 

magnetic plasma(?)



The “semi-QGP puzzle”

at T=>Tc  (Pisarski)

Electric objects are 

suppressed by the 

Polyakov line

Quarks should scale as 

<L>, gluons as <L2>, and 

they are (PNJL,Wilson-tHooft 

loops)

 and yet the entropy 

near Tc is large…

what is the other half? 

Hadrons or monopoles?
(no electric charge => no L 

suppression)



Magnetic objects and their 

dynamics: classics

• Dirac explained how magnetic charges may coexists with 
quantum mechanics (1934)

• „t Hooft and Polyakov discovered monopoles in Non-Abelian 
gauge theories (1974) : VEV of adjoint scalar is needed

• „t Hooft and Mandelstamm suggested “dual superconductor” 
mechanism for confinement (1982), monopole BEC

• Seiberg and Witten shown how it works, in the N=2 Super -
Yang-Mills theory (1994)



“magnetic scenario”:   

(color)

magnetic monopoles

are important 

excitations near Tc

• Strongly coupled plasma with electric and magnetic 

charges.  Liao,ES, Phys.Rev.C75:054907,2007.  
hep-ph/0611131

• Magnetic component of Yang-Mills 

plasma,M.N.Chernodub and V.I.Zakharov, 98, 082002 

(2007)  [arXiv:hep-ph/0611228].

• Electric Flux Tube in Magnetic Plasma. Liao,ES, 

Phys.Rev.C77:064905,2008.   arXiv:0706.4465

• Magnetic monopoles in the high temperature phase of 

Yang-Mills theories, A.D'Alessandro and M.D'Elia, 

Nucl.Phys.B 799, 241 (2008)  [arXiv:0711.1266 

• Magnetic Component of Quark-Gluon Plasma is also a 

Liquid! Liao,ES,  Phys.Rev.Lett.101:162302,2008.  e-

Print: arXiv:0804.0255

• Angular Dependence of Jet Quenching Indicates Its 

Strong Enhancement Near the QCD Phase 

Transition. Jinfeng Liao,, Edward Shuryak 

Phys.Rev.Lett.102:202302,2009.  e-Print: 

arXiv:0810.4116

• Thermal Monopole Condensation and Confinement in Four lectures on strongly 

coupled Quark Gluon 

Plasma. Edward Shuryak, 

(SUNY, Stony Brook) . 2009. 

46pp.  Published in 

Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl.195:111-

156,2009.

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Liao,%20Jinfeng%22
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/wwwhepau/wwwscan?rawcmd=fin+%22Liao,%20Jinfeng%22


=>electric/magnetic couplings 

must run in the opposite directions!

Old good Dirac 
condition  =>

Where is the  “equilibrium 

line” s(el)= s(mag) =1 ?

Is there the famous wall at 

which density of states 

jumps but F does not?   

monopoles should be (i) dense  enough 
and (ii) sufficiently weakly coupled for BEC 
to happen.

how small can s(mag)  be?

Can it upset the viscosity?

s(electric)  s(magnetic)=1

``magnetic scenario”: Liao,ES hep-ph/0611131,Chernodub+Zakharov 

s(el)

s(mag)



Electric and magnetic screening 
masses (inverse screening lengths) from 
numerical simulation in lattice gauge 
theory Nakamura et al, 2004

arrow shows the ``equilobrium” E=M point

Me>Mm
Electrric
dominated

Me<Mm
Magnetic
Dominated

At T=0 magnetic
Screening mass
Is about 2 GeV
(de Forcrand et al)
(a glueball mass)

(Other lattice data 
-Karsch et al-
show how Me
Vanishes at Tc in 
more detail)

ME/T=O(g)
ES 78
MM/T=O(g^2)
Polyakov 79

Is QGP really getting magnetic as T<1.4Tc? 



magnetic objects are seen on the lattice, 

but we do not yet understand what they are 
The leash= Dirac string is
gauge dependent, can be directed as one 
wishes

The collar (string end) is detectable,
It is the 3-d cube from which magnetic 
flux is going out

The dog=magnetic object,  studied
but not understood yet. 
Many possibilities (e.g. dyons .. Fermionic zero 
modes)
E2 and B2 are correlated with monopole path 
But so far statistically, not on event-by-event

Experimentation with monopoles use many 
Gauges. It was shown that if one puts monopoles 
by hand “nearly all of them have collars”
But not in some gauges

The density of monopoles 

which wrap at least once 

around time is 

lattice-independent ! (D’Elia)



The monopole density (vs T/Tc) 

in confined and deconfined phases (Ratti,ES.08)

• The T=0  lattice point: from 

Bornyakov,Ilgenfritz et al

• Near-Tc: condenced and 

uncondenced monopoles, 

from flux tubes (Liao ES)

• The solid line represent the 

density of gluons
suppresed by <P>

• Note that the sum (g+mono) 

is about const(T) except the 

peak at Tc (the peak is not 

due to dyons, as their 

density is flat)

g

m



Our MD for 50-50 MQP/EQP



s(electric)  and s(magnetic)

do run in opposite directions!
• Squares: fitted magnetic 

coupling, circles: its 
inverse compared to 
asymptotic freedom 
(dashed)

• Effective plasma 
parameter (here for 
magnetic)

• So, the monopoles are 
never weakly coupled!

• (just enough to get 
Bose-condenced)



The lesson: monopoles at Tc,

behave as He4 =>Bose-Einstein 

condensation



Not surprising, large correction to transport

(Ratti,ES,09)

• RHIC: T/Tc<2, LHC T/Tc<4: we predict 

hydro will still be there, with /s about .2



Part 3: electric flux tubes



1612:
Galileo
discovered what we 
now call solar 
corona



Moving e-charge leads to 

magnetic coil => e-flux 

tubes above Tc?
(with J.F.Liao, archive 0706.4465)

• Dual superconductivity at T<Tc as a 

confinement mechanism („tHooft, Mandelstam 1980‟s) =>                   

monopole Bose condensation =>                     

electric flux tubes (dual to Abrikosov-Nielsson-Olesen vortices)

• Dual magnetohydrodynamics at T>Tc ? Electric 

flux tubes in magnetic plasma (M=phase) 

• monopoles are reflected from  E field => pressure 

=> metastable flux tubes



Jet quenching is different in 

electric and magnetic plasmas

• Nonzero Er =>

radial kicks to 

charges

jet

Nonzero B
Tangential kicks of the

monopoles

This creates vorticity, 
magnetic coil and (possibly)
an electric flux tube behind 
the jet





the``soft ridge” exists even without any 

hard trigger

(Phobos further observed 
that ridge extends at least till       
|y|=4) 

McLerran,Venugopalan et 
al: Fluctuations of
color charges at early time 

What happens next, till freezeout  (>10 fm), is quite nontrivial 

y



The peak width decreases for 

central collisions
•

L
.R

a
y



The decay products of the ridge are 

clusters which are larger than in pp!
they have up to 10 pions and they decay unisotropically

G.Stephens



Predictions for energy dependence: ridges

As energy decreases, M phase
Goes inside the fireball =>
Much smaller radial flow =>
Disappearance of the ridge  
happens at fixed density of matter!

STAR
AuAu

L.Ray:
Also in
CuCu



``metastable flux tube” option 

for ``cone” and ``ridge”:

• there are enough monopoles to stabilize 

the flux tubes  mechanically up to 1.4Tc: 

• They can survive for a long time, 5-10 

fm/c due to heavy electric quasiparticles 

(q,g,dyons) at Tc 

Mq=300 MeV at T=0

but about 600 MeV at

Tc (lattice disp.curves)



summary
• Fluctuations create perturbations => sound 

cylinders and cones. Sound horizon and viscous  
spread are to be measured, by (very distorted) 
cylinders,“Mach peaks” and recoil 

• Color magnetic monopoles are found on the 
lattice, they behave as physical objects:                           
the Coulomb plasma, running coupling,BEC at Tc

• What we called m-phase (from mixed) is 
magnetic-dominated. Different jet quenching,

indications to corona made of flux tubes which are
even more stable in magnetic plasma than in 
vacuum!



Recent development:           the 
wall crossing formulae

• Black dots: SW (1994) 
singularities in which 
mono and dyon gets 
massless

• Blue oval is strong 
coupling region 
separated by “the 
wall” at which the 
spectrum changes 
discontinuously but 
not metric or charges:

(states disapper into IR)

u, higgs vev

d+m
(1,1)+(0,-1) 

(ne,nm)
g (1,0)

Dyons were promoted to dyonic black
holes in N=2 supergravity and their
bound states have been studied
Recently “wall crossing formula” =>


